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Climate Change Advisory Council recommends minimum price for EU Emissions Training Scheme

The Climate Change Advisory Council has advised the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment, Mr. Denis Naughten TD, that Ireland should support proposals to establish a minimum price for carbon under the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS).

The Council, which was established in January of this year, has provided its first advice to Government in a letter to the Minister. It recommended that during current EU discussions Ireland should support the establishment of a minimum EU-wide ETS price for carbon emissions.

Prof. John FitzGerald, Chair of the Council said: “The EU ETS is not working as well as it should. The current price for emissions is too low. Introducing a minimum price for the EU ETS would drive us towards a low carbon economy with greater certainty.”

“The issue is being discussed at EU level, therefore the Council considered it urgent to provide advice to the Minister on this matter.”

The European Emissions Trading Scheme creates a market for greenhouse gas emission allowances for businesses such as electricity generators and heavy industry. A well-functioning scheme would create a strong market price for the emissions that are putting the climate system in danger. A minimum price should accelerate the shift away from fossil fuel use.

“Since the economic downturn, we have seen a reduction in demand for EU emissions allowance. Consequently, the market price has been too low to incentivise adequate decarbonisation. A minimum price would be an important step in correcting this.” Prof. FitzGerald said.

He continued: “A well-functioning Scheme is the most effective way to decarbonise electricity generation across all EU Member States. This is crucial in achieving Ireland’s climate change ambitions and the goals set out in last December’s Paris Agreement.”
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What is the EU ETS?
The European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS) is an EU-wide cap-and-trade scheme designed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from large scale facilities such as those used in electricity generation and industry.
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